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Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies continue 
to dominate the headlines and prices seem 
to fluctuate more in line with Elon Musk’s 
latest tweets rather than changes in the 

underlying fundamental value, whatever that may 
be. Clients rarely call to inquire about investing 
in traditional currencies, so why are cryptocur-
rencies suddenly top of mind for so many inves-
tors? No one knows the future of cryptocurrency 
but cryptos seem to be building momentum and 
it makes one wonder, ‘Where exactly is the cur-
rency in crypto?’ 

Let’s remind ourselves what a currency is. Most countries 
have a local currency. America has the US $, Europe has 
Euros, China has the Yuan, etc. Each of these currencies 
serves three functions: a unit of exchange (medium to 
buy and sell goods), unit of account (1 gallon of milk = 
$3) and a store of value (deposits in a bank). The extent 
to which any single currency can ful!ll these functions 
determines how stable that currency is viewed around 
the world. The historically stable value of the US $ has 
enabled it to become the world’s number one reserve 
currency, meaning foreign countries buy US $ and hold 
them in reserve. They do this to hedge against a devalu-
ation in their own currency and to conduct international 
transactions in dollar-based assets (oil, copper, corn, 
etc.). 

Cryptocurrencies don’t yet serve these functions. Few 
transactions are conducted in crypto (although it is 
growing) and very few items are priced in crypto, so its 
use as a unit of exchange and unit of account are practi-
cally non-existent. Ironically, cryptocurrency’s lack of 
store of value is what makes it so attractive, as its value 
can swing wildly on a daily basis enabling traders to 
make quick pro!ts (and losses). Put a $100 dollar bill in 
your wallet and you wake up the next day fairly con!-
dent about its value. Put a bitcoin in your crypto wallet 
and you wake up and run to an app to check the price. 
Sounds a lot like Venezuela. 

Crypto investors believe crypto values will increase once 

they ful!ll the functions of traditional currencies and 
gain acceptance in the world economy. Eliminating 
exchange rate considerations in cross-border transac-
tions and removing third party transaction fees from 
credit card swipes are two highly attractive features of 
cryptocurrencies. The naysayers argue that the world’s 
powerful central banks (Federal Reserve, ECB, etc.) 
will sti"e the growth of cryptocurrencies, therefore 
universal acceptance will never happen and cryptos 
will become worthless. 

As I began, no one knows the future of cryptocurren-
cies, but they seem to be gaining a foothold in the 
world economy. The quicker they can start to look like 
a currency, and less like a day-trading investment, the 
better for all of us.
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